### Sorting for Greek and Latin Elements

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each word from the word bank and write it under the correct category in the chart depending on whether it contains the element *magni, poly, omni, min,* or *equ.* After your child has sorted the words, have him or her write four sentences, each one using a different root that describes amounts.

**Word Bank**
- diminish
- equinox
- polygon
- minimal
- minor
- omnipresent
- magnify
- polymer
- magni (great)
- min (small)
- poly (many)
- unequal
- inequity
- magnitude
- equation
- omniscient
- polytheism
- minuscule
- magnanimous
- polyunsaturated
- equ (equal)
- omni (all)

---

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 6)**
Word Study & Vocabulary 4: Unit 11: Greek and Latin elements magni, min, poly, equ, omni